Psychological stress, insulin resistance, inflammation and the assessment of heart disease risk. Time for a paradigm shift?
There is growing evidence that the present risk assessment protocol for coronary heart disease appears to underestimate the risk in general and the presence and progression of atherosclerosis in particular. Little or no correlation has been found between the 10-year risk based on the Framingham model and the extent or progression of coronary calcification. In addition, a number of studies find the protocol based on current guidelines leads to an under appreciation of the risk of symptomatic coronary heart disease or the associated fatal and non-fatal events, especially in younger asymptomatic individuals and women. Furthermore, the current guidelines give secondary importance to insulin resistance and inflammation and do not include psychosocial stress and depression, both of which are established and important risk factors for coronary heart disease. An alternative approach to risk assessment is proposed which emphasizes insulin resistance and psychological stress and depression and gives much greater recognition to inflammation as a root cause and target for intervention than is found in current guidelines. Consistent with this view, a revised assessment protocol is suggested which is still appropriate to the primary care setting and which might provide a different and perhaps more effective and relevant approach to primary prevention and risk reduction.